COVER | INSPIRE 0884V in Teal 84405 + Encourage 84535
12 x 24 in | 31 x 61 cm | installed herringbone

Collaborate and Connect
Flooring lays the foundation for spaces that inspire imaginations,
invite experimentation and problem solving, creating the thinkers,
dreamers and doers of tomorrow. Mindful Play is made for lively
interaction between people and spaces. Simple, geometric forms and
powerful color blocking inspire collaboration and connection.

INSPIRE 0884V in teal 84405
12 x 24 in | 31 x 61 cm | installed ashlar

INSPIRE 0884V in teal 84405 + encourage 84535
12 x 24 in | 31 x 61 cm | installed monolithic

Expansive Contrast
Mindful Play’s design offers a large,
dynamic pattern repeat and high contrast
color blocking. The variation in the pattern
performs in demanding environments by
camouflaging day-to-day and long-term wear.

INSPIRE 0884V in encourage 84535
12 x 24 in | 31 x 61 cm | installed brick

Complement the Carpet
Environments where active thinking and problem solving take place may require different flooring types to suit the demands of the space.
The Mindful Play collection comes in both LVT and carpet tile to encourage functional versatility for moments of energy and moments of contemplation.

IMPACT TILE 5T188 in teal 86405
24 x 24 in | 611 x 61 cm | installed monolithic

INSPIRE 0884V in teal 84405 + ENGAGE CARPET TILE 5T187 in experience teal 86535 + THINK TILE 5T186 in experience 86535
12 x 24 in and 24 x 24 in | 31 x 61 cm and 61 x 61 cm | installed brick + quarter turn

THINK TILE 5T186 in experience 86535
24 x 24 in | 61 x 61 cm | installed brick

ENGAGE TILE 5T187 in experience lime 86536
24 x 24 in | 611 x 61 cm | installed random

Color and Visual Variations

Color and Visual Index

Color and visual variation is inherent in all modular resilient products. It can vary slightly or significantly from piece to piece within a color.

V1 uniform appearance

V2 slight variation

V3 moderate variation

V4 substantial variation

V1 variation has little or no variation from piece to piece. V4 will have a large variation in color and visual.

V4

clarity 84111

V4

lime 84325

V4

nuance 84515

V4

orange 84668

V4

encourage 84535

V4

teal 84405

V4

transform 84585

V4

blue 84429

V4

experience 84595

V4

purple 84965

V4

escape 84505

V4

achieve 84760

Inspire LVT
Recommended Applications

Layered Durability
Engineered with a layered construction for enhanced durability, Inspire LVT is designed to perform in high traffic environments. It features our
innovative, maintenance-friendly ExoGuard+™ finish that results in superior scratch performance.

Light
Ideal for Heavy Commercial Environments
corporate | education | healthcare | hospitality | retail

Moderate

Heavy

Foot Traffic
Rolling Loads
Static Loads

1

ExoGuard+™ Finish
Added resistance to scratches

2

Clear 20 mil Wear Layer
Protects against premature product aging

3

Social Responsibility

High-Resolution Image
Creates a stunning visual with depth and detail

4

Commercial Core
Protects against residual indentation

5

Commercial Backing
Improves adhesion to the substrate
Solar Energy

Water Use

Carbon Disclosure Project

With the largest rooftop-mounted photovoltaic

For every 1 pound of finished product, Shaw

As global citizens, Shaw encourages

solar array in the southeastern U.S., Shaw

has reduced the amount of water required to

transparent discussion surrounding our carbon

generates 1,000 kilowatts.

produce it by 36%.

footprint. Each year, we submit our third-party
verified carbon emissions to the CDP.

Superior Durability

Made in USA

Polish-Optional Reduces Cost

ExoGuard+™ provides superior scratch

Inspire LVT is manufactured in

ExoGuard+™ is a polish-optional finish

resistance and durability in extreme

the United States.

that can reduce the cost of annual
maintenance and does not require coating

environments.

Sustainability
We believe that even one small thing can have a big impact. We actively work to evaluate each component of our products to ensure the health and
safety of this generation and of generations to come.

prep work, if a polished look is desired.

OR
OR

Increased Pattern Variation

Quick Ship

Static & Rolling Loads

Inspire LVT features an extended pattern

Available up to 25,000 ft2 within

Inspire LVT performs in environments with

repeat that creates high variation and

two weeks or less.

heavy static and rolling loads per ASTM

randomization within the visual.

test methods.

LEEDv4 Contributions

Non Ortho-Phthalate Construction

IEQ - Floorscore IAQ Certification

Manufactured without ortho-phthalates

Certified for low VOCs

